
 
‘Dear Dawkins’ 

-by Rich Butnotfamous 
 

There's no stepping stone, 
Into the unknown,  

Nor a love unconditional, 
And If I mime in this eggshell no membrane, 

Remains, 
In The Way. 

 
Wasting our faces, 

On frowns and grimaces,  
Just smile! 

 
Please? 

 
Before you die? 

 
Meyou passes by, 

Staunchly determined not to look in the eye. 
 

Good mourning a funereal toast, 
To what I'd most, 

Likely see as ignoring the meyous, 
Around you. 

 
It's just you again. 

 
Wearing a cops hat,  
Beating a dusty mat,  
Begging on streets, 

And selling the world. 
 

Or.. Maybe saving the world.. 
 

Has anyone else here got 'The Joke' yet? 
 

I dearly wish I could tell you... 
 

Maybe soon I won't have to... 
 

I'd call a storm,  
Or an asteroid,  

Or what would you prefer? 
 

Ahh zombies of course,  
The dawn of the dead. 

 
Well look at the world just a minute! 

 
Even these words that I dare to utter, 

Spluttered,  
From my thumbs on a phone,  

Though impassioned of course. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

But bits of rat brain, 
Are actually flying a plane, 
In a virtual flight simulator. 

 
This fleshy old armour, 

This anguish and drama, 
Transcends us,  

Robots new bodies to meet the cold. 
 

Spontaneous simultaneous pineal activation,  
Now there's a mouthful,  
But it's out there now. 

 
Yet another silly spelling universal pond rebound, 

And morphic soundly, 
Shaping things around meyou. 

 
The field is myour mind,  

The post office too,  
The galaxies,  
Blood cells, 

And Jeremy Kyle too, 
I guess... 

 
The funniest thing is myou've known it all along too,  

Deep inside where meyou, 
Won't look cos it's dark, 

And the ‘I’ can't be in there. 
 

No I'm not a Christian,  
Nor a Muslim,  

Nor Sikh,  
But myour vision it split like a sheet,  

Unspeakably bright  
And blispair whole undivided. 

 
THERE'S NOTHING FUCKING HERE! 

 
We grasp at the stories we got told as kids as a way to make sense of the senselessness. 

 
Make tangible this tangled up super string! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

And you! 
 

Oi! 
 

God! 
 

Namaste motherfucker! 
 

Where've you been mate? 
 

What have you been up to? 
 

You been a waiter to pay the bills? 
 

You painted a picture cos you were sad? 
 

You punched that guy in the face so many times a tooth got stuck in your fist? 
 

You made love? 
 

You helped someone,  
Hurt someone,  

And chose to do it every step of The Way. 
 

And balls,  
There goes my credibility simply cos God's just a word for the unspeakable. 

 
And Dawkins, yes you. 

 
DMT mate,  

I'm sick of saying it now,  
Twenty minutes of the infinite,  

Try it some time. 


